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Over the past years, there has been a significant rise in the number of players in the global project finance markets, as lenders

and sponsors from diverse regions across the globe have entered the fray, and such trend rendered the knowledge about the

global practices of project finance more crucial than ever.

With this motivation,  we are delighted to present the Global Project Finance Guide 2023, which includes a standardized

questionnaire prepared by the editors and answered by highly experienced project finance lawyers worldwide. The Guide aims

to offer its readers a practical summary of the laws and practices governing project finance in several jurisdictions across the

globe. It provides an overview of the legislation and international treaties governing the project finance and highlights the

security interests, incentives and restrictions related to project finance in each jurisdiction. GRATA International lawyers in

Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan were directly involved in the creation of this guide. Detailed answers to their questions

can be found in the Global Project Finance Guide

The  Guide  aims  to  offer  its  readers  a  practical  summary  of  the  laws  and  practices  governing  project  finance  in  several

jurisdictions across the globe. It provides an overview of the legislation and international treaties governing the project finance

and highlights the security interests, incentives and restrictions related to project finance in each jurisdiction. The Guide also

addresses  certain  technical  areas  related  to  project  finance,  such  as  taxation,  environment  and  insurance,  sheds  light  on

financing Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects, and discusses issues related to jurisdiction, immunity waivers, trends and

projections in the field of project finance.
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